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Bank acceptance, the bank promised to cash the check. It is one of the 
commercial drafts. The issuer, according to the requirement of the bank to apply for 
issuing bank accepts requires commitment due to the payee after the issuance of 
unconditional acceptance. Here refers to maturity generally for six months, the 
longest one year. In the enterprise in the process of the bank will request of make out 
an invoice to pay three to fifty percent margin, that is to say, the remaining 70%-50% 
exposure is equal to the bank to enterprise's credit loans within a time limit. 
The use of our country's bank acceptance and promotion of time is relatively 
short, began to bank settlement system reform in the 1980 s, now still in development. 
On the one hand, the reason is the social credit system in our country is still in 
construction, in this case, only the enterprise to provide short-term loans, accounts 
receivable way between will form between enterprise debt defaults. Another reason is 
the money market is still in the phase of development and exploration, incomplete 
market, is not efficient. Financing difficulties faced by the enterprise financing your 
problem actually is the shortage of financing channels and financing tools, in addition 
to the bank, few other channels. So, as a settlement tool is very popular bank 
acceptance. 
This dissertation mainly on how to help business owners and relevant personnel 
on how to safely use acceptance, acceptance and acceptance discount how convenient 
processing calculation and acceptance discount communication needs corresponding 
research and analysis, and put forward corresponding to information technology based 
on the iOS system analysis and design. Based on how to better solve business 
acceptance of draft discount problem, the article from discounting calculator, demand 
information system, finance system, common query tools, and personal center 
management system five modules for effective design software.  
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2.1.2理财业务 
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